is blessed with few, if any, natural features, water can be used to create visually appealing elements when none previously existed.

Designing of a water hazard into the golf course is a critical factor. As mentioned earlier, placement without regard to how the water will influence or affect play is careless or amateurish at best. Designing a water hazard which unfairly penalizes the golfer and offers no reward for daring shot-making is useless. To combine a strategic playability with the visual impact of a large lake within the context of a golf hole or as it may affect several holes is a memorable part of a course.

Water as a real hazard can overpower and demoralize. Holes of unforgiving demand, such as the tee shot on 15 at Pine Valley, do not represent modern golf course architecture. (But then was Pine Valley ever intended to represent anything but a one-of-a-kind superlative?)

The thoughtless positioning of water hazards immediately in front of the regular and women's tees frequently causes a needless slowdown in play. Such situations are even seen on the public courses where the race track, race-them-through mentality is prevalent. Placement of water hazards to needlessly trap the mis-hit beginner's shot serves no purpose. Unless the location of the water significantly influences the strategy and playability of the hole, and influences the play of the better golfers, one should seriously ask why the water is where it is.

There are almost as many round, monotonous ponds and lakes as there are round bunkers and round greens on golf courses throughout the world. An artfully conceived outline shape will not alter the fact that your ball is in the lake; however, a flowing harmonious shape will certainly be more appealing to the eye. The design must strive to emulate nature; that is, the location and use of any water hazard must not appear contrived or forced. Harmony with the natural and indigenous environment of the individual site must be a primary objective of any golf course design effort.

As with all other components of the golf course design effort, careful thought must be given to the safety aspects of using water hazards. Security fencing of individual water hazards is not often encountered or required. However, regard must be made to the attractive nuisance aspects as well as to the influence on misdirected golf balls. In some instances, a grove of trees will be far more desirable than a pond, purely for purposes of golfer safety.

Consider the methods of lake excavation, sealing and water circulation before problems arise. Adequate depth and an impervious lining seal are essential. Modern aquatic herbicides and aeration equipment can keep weed growth minimal. When used as part of the irrigation system reservoir, regular circulation of the water helps maintain water quality. A separate water circulation system within the pond lake may be necessary to insure adequate water movement. In general, the warmer the climate, the more closely attended the lake be to minimize maintenance problems.

Continued on page 22

HEAD OF ITS CLASS

Check with the turf managers who have used it, scan results from test plots all over the U.S. and you'll see why Derby has moved to the head of the turf-type perennial ryegrass class.

Numerous good fine-bladed ryegrasses are available today, but Derby is the one that has it all. It's a dark green beauty that mows beautifully, has excellent heat, drought and cold tolerance and produces a fine-textured turf. In Northern regions, Derby is used to produce elite permanent turf, while it is considered a premier overseeding grass in the Southern U.S.

DERBY TURF-TYPE PERENNIAL RYEGRASS

• Germinates in less than a week under ideal conditions
• Thrives when cut to one inch or less on tees and fairways and as low as 3/16th inch on golf greens
• Produces a beautiful dense turf when cut to 1-1/2 inches
• Tolerates a wide range of soil types from sandy to heavy clay
• Persists in heavy, compacted, poorly drained areas where traffic is not intense

Derby is registered with the Plant Variety Protection Office PVPA No. 7500009)

Distributed By INTERNATIONAL SEEDS, INC. P.O. Box 168 • Halsey, Oregon 97348 • A/C 503 369-2251 • TWX 510/590-0768

Circle 109 on free information card
"Why am I so strong on service? Because Jacobsen customers say they expect it."
When you buy a piece of turf equipment from your Jacobsen distributor, he knows that the sale doesn’t end with delivery.

In fact, it’s just beginning. The rest of it depends upon his ability to give you fast service whenever it’s needed. He knows that when your equipment is out for service, it’s like having no equipment at all.

That’s why your Jacobsen distributor goes out of his way to offer you the best service in the business. From normal maintenance to emergency repairs.

And he’s been going out of his way for a long time. Our distributors have been with us for an average of 25 years. And their service managers have been with them for an average of 11 years. That’s one heck of a lot of experience.

But Jacobsen distributors don’t rest on laurels. Every year they send their service managers and key people to our Racine Product Training Center for comprehensive training sessions.

To stay up-to-date on new products and modifications. To attend workshops on subjects such as the latest advances in hydraulics and transmissions. And to attend seminars on parts, service and management training.

Not only that, Jacobsen distributors hold field seminars and offer training to those customers who handle their own routine maintenance.

Fast service. Done by professionals who are thoroughly trained.

That’s what you said you expect.

And that’s why we feel that the sale is really completed in the service department.

Next time you get a chance, ask your Jacobsen distributor to tell you about his service philosophy.

The more you listen to what he has to say, the more you’ll know he’s been listening to you.

We hear you.
Red Oaks: Diplomacy, Determination

There are many golf courses around the country that end up mostly underwater after a really bad storm, but Red Oaks Golf Course in Madison Hts., Mich., is just the opposite: it actually sits above the excess water.

How can that be true? The 9-hole golf course was actually built on top of a 62-million-gallon reservoir that is part of the Red Run drain system. During periods of heavy rain, the reservoir stores overflow storm water and sewage from 14 communities. The story of Red Oaks is one of political diplomacy, determination, and imaginative land use planning — and the result is a popular golf course where people once would never have dreamed they would find one.

A huge bathtub

When the water storage reservoir was constructed in the early 1970s, designers were not concerned about locating a recreational facility on the site. Their task was to plan a sophisticated underground system for storm water and sewage when the normal system was at capacity. Overflow from the original system had been causing pollution in Red Run and the Clinton River, which flows into Lake St. Clair.

“You could think of the reservoir as a huge bathtub,” explained an engineer for the Oakland County Drain Commission. “It fills up, but the water drains out when you pull the plug.”

About the time the wastewater reservoir was completed, the Oakland County Parks and Recreation Commission began looking at the possibility of providing recreation in the Red Run area, one of the most populous sections of the county. The land over the Red Run Drain was considered, but there were numerous physical problems: the site was narrow, there were high-voltage lines to contend with, there was no useful vegetation and topsoil was unsuitable for planting. In addition, the site was bisected by a pedestrian walkway that connects a school with a subdivision on the other side.

Of greater concern were the potential political roadblocks. Approval of a park plan would be needed from local, state and federal officials. Support from adjoining property owners — who were concerned with noise, traffic and their privacy — would have to be enlisted.

A 1974 study by the Michigan Department of Natural Resources found that Red Run was not suitable for a state or regional park, but state planners recommended that the county consider use of the land for a local park. Before any further progress could be made, approval was needed from the Red Run Inter-County Drainage Board as well as from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Oakland County Drain Commissioner George Kuhn, a member of the parks commission, also insisted on written assurances of cooperation from all communities in the drainage district.

And a junk heap, too

In late 1974, Vilican-Leman and Associates, a planning firm familiar with the needs of the 14 communities involved, was hired to research possible uses for the Red Run site. They recommended a golf course as “the only feasible development of a countywide nature.”

Recommended was an executive-length 9-hole layout that would permit use of every club in the golfer’s bag and would be especially suitable for the average golfer, sharpening his game without requiring the time needed to play a longer course.

Following public hearings, the parks commission committed itself in
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The finest clubs are the finest clubs for one very good reason: return on investment. They know precisely what they receive in product and service for every dollar they spend. So The Homestead didn’t choose us for our prestigious name alone. They bought Harley-Davidson, quite simply, because we not only offer fine cars, but support them with a unique dealer network that ensures they consistently provide maximum income for your club.

Consider the facts: just one broken down vehicle can mean over $25 a day in lost income. Now think of that in terms of a fleet of fifty. So nearby, fast service isn’t just a convenience, it’s dollars and cents.

It doesn’t stop there. Your Harley-Davidson dealer knows how to stretch a dollar through smart fleet planning and financing. He offers unique programs like special events fleets: cars that let your club handle, and profit from, the heavy play during tournaments. And at trade-in time, he’s a ready and willing buyer of used vehicles. From start to finish, he’ll help you generate the most income from your golf car fleet.

So call him today. He’ll explain our unique support services, tell you what’s new for 1980, and describe the comfort and engineering features of our superb three and four-wheel gas and electric line.

When he’s through, you’ll know it isn’t just our name that fine clubs prefer. It’s our way of doing business.
Harley-Davidson® is a unique organization providing unique, high quality products. Note just a few of the engineering and craftsmanship features.

Take our Master Drive™ System. A unique two-circuit drive system that draws full power at full speed, but only half power at low speeds—to reduce charging costs, increase battery life and save money.

Or our rubber mounted gas engine, which reduces engine vibration and improves riding comfort.

And whether you choose cars with steering wheels or tiller bars, you can be sure steering is easy.

Or our fiberglass body. It’s not only rustproof, but weatherproof, impact-resistant and lightweight.

Consider our bucket seats. They’re molded for comfort and support, and are covered in seamless, weather resistant vinyl.

Even our bag racks are carefully designed. No straps to get in the way here. Clubs are secure and accessible on hook or molded plastic coated racks.

So follow The Homestead’s approach. Compare features. Compare support features. We think you’ll come to the same conclusion. There are, quite simply, no finer cars in golf.

A SMART INVESTMENT...FROM ANY ANGLE.
June 1975 to building the course and hired the architectural firm of Bills/Childs Associates of Pontiac, Mich. The architects suggested a course designed in two sections and connected by a sloped underpass so that the pedestrian walkway would not interfere with play. Holes were laid side-by-side due to the narrowness of the property.

It was obvious, however, that the narrow, zigzag strip of land owned by the Red Run Drainage Board and the county would sharply limit the size of the course unless additional land could be acquired. Three small parcels were purchased from neighboring businessmen, and the Southeast Oakland County Incinerator Authority agreed to lease 19 acres to the parks commission.

Number eight green, the highest point on the Red Oaks course, now lies on top of what used to be a gigantic junk heap, a carryover from the time when the site was used as a refuse dump. In other areas, chunks of metal, concrete, and other debris hampered construction of the course. They had been used as fill to cover the drain. Despite these obstacles, construction progressed rapidly. Over 250,000 cubic yards of soil were trucked in to smooth out rough spots and provide a suitable base for seeding. Fill dirt used to cover the rubble left from installation of the wastewater retention system was hauled from an excavation site 4 miles away. Topsoil application was minimal.

The course was seeded with a mixture of Baron and Nugget Kentucky bluegrasses in the fall of 1977, with some reseeding done the following spring. Five hundred newly planted trees — primarily evergreens, maple, oak, flowering crab, and ash — provide a barrier between tees and greens and help to define fairways. They also serve as a backdrop for greens and as a partial barrier between the course and adjoining properties.

The finished course boasts ten bunkers and a major water hazard that also serves as an irrigation pond. The pond is filled from a well at the course. Power lines intrude over the course at one spot, but they do not interfere with play. Despite the narrowness of the course, there is adequate fairway space for wayward shots.

**Rapid development**

The Oakland County Parks Commission owns and operates four golf courses. As chief of golf course operations, Michael Thibodeau is, in effect, the superintendent for all four, but day-to-day operations at each course have been delegated to a foreman. Foreman at Red Oaks is Larry Gee.

Thibodeau has been with Oakland County since 1971, when he joined the parks commission as a greenskeeper at White Lake Oaks. Prior to that, he was golf superintendent at Bogie Lake County Club in Union Lake, Mich. He notes that because of the newness of the Red Oaks course, it is not quite up to the standards of the county's other facilities, but that as the turf and vegetation mature, this course will be their equal.

Red Oaks has already proven its popularity, averaging 200 golfers a day last summer. Many players are juniors and senior citizens, for whom special rates are available. Regular green fees at Red Oaks are $3.00 for 9 holes and $3.25 for 18 on weekdays, $3.50 and $3.75 on weekends and holidays for Oakland County residents; for non-residents, fees are $5.00/$5.50 weekdays and $5.50/$6.00 weekends and holidays. There is also a twilight rate of $2.00 for unlimited play after 7:00 p.m. weeknights.

Thibodeau notes that these rates are comparable with the few other 9-hole public courses in the area. He also predicts that Red Oaks will eventually outdraw the other county-operated courses.

"Most of the golfers I've talked with are pleased with the course," he said. "They like the layout, and they say the course is a real challenge."

Development of the site hasn't stopped with the opening of the golf course. A 25-tee driving range is under construction across the street.
ECONOMY
IF YOU BOUGHT ANOTHER MOWER
YOU PROBABLY PAID TOO MUCH

• ECONOMICAL TO ACQUIRE Low costs can be easily returned by the Brouwer’s excellent cutting efficiency and low maintenance costs.
• ECONOMICAL TO MAINTAIN Simple, mechanical, positive drive design eliminates heavy wheels, gears boxes and hydraulics and the use of easily available standard parts greatly reduces downtime and repair costs.
• ECONOMICAL TO OPERATE Requires only 24-30 H.P. tractors consuming less fuel.
• TRANSPORTABILITY Easily towed from one area to another by any type of vehicle. High clearance in transport position allows mower to mount curbs and other obstacles.
• VERSATILITY This mower’s lightweight and P.T.O. drive enables efficient operation in a great variety of wet and dry conditions and grasses up to 10” in length. Available in 3, 5, 7 gangs, 4, 5, 6 bladed reels.

FIND OUT HOW WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. CALL OR WRITE US TODAY.

BROUWER
TURF EQUIPMENT LIMITED
THE ULTIMATE IN RELIABILITY, VERSATILITY & ECONOMY
Manufacturer: Woodbine Avenue, Keswick, Ontario, Canada L4P 3E9 Telephone (416) 476-4311

The golf course

The course has the look and feel of a fine country club. Golf Course Superintendent Charles Engster, who was hired before construction began because of his previous course building background, saw to it that every detail of the Golf Architects plan was followed.

Charlie literally lived on the job but very few times was he ever in an adversary situation with Mr. Charles Layton, job superintendent for Salyer’s Golf Course Construction. Actually the harmony and communications established between the contractor and the superintendent permitted the job to progress despite very adverse weather conditions. “All I had to do was to mention areas that I thought were deficient and he saw to their completion.”

The golf course superintendent was important as another inspector, for the course stretches for a mile in length as it traverses 150 acres of widely varying soil types, vegetative cover, topography and rock conditions. “We had a few unforeseen problems as does any project” states Engster, “but we just got together with the Architects and Layton to develop a workable solution.”

The golf course is a par 72 with a middle yardage of 6211 that can be stretched to 6643 yards from the back tees to as short as 5125 yards from the front tees. Bill Mayer, formerly of nearby Kenwood Country Club, is now Head Pro at the Blue Ash golf course, and looked forward to the July opening. “We had some erosion over winter caused by excessive rains so we decided to let the course mature until mid-summer” says Mayer, “but when the course opens it should be enjoyable for every class of golfer. From the back tees it is as tough as any course in Southern Ohio and from the front tees it will provide the same enjoyment to the less accomplished player.”

Lester Electrical brings you “the battery charger with a brain” for your golf car fleet. The patented electronic timer on the Lestronic II shuts off when the battery is precisely charged. Because it knows when to quit, the Lestronic II completely eliminates over and undercharging of any battery. Lestronic’s precise charging greatly extends battery life and lowers the water use rate of each battery. With the rising cost of batteries, this means a big savings to you through reduced battery replacement and maintenance costs.

Ask for these models... Model 9470 — 36 Volts D.C., 25 Amp., 115 Volts A.C.
Model 9475 — 36 Volts D.C., 40 Amp., 115 Volts A.C.

Write or phone for complete information.